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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present two complementary patterns to build multi-expert systems, that
is systems that need to integrate large, heterogeneous specialized modules, and implement complex, non
deterministic control strategies.
The rst pattern summarizes the blackboard pattern presented in [1]. The second pattern builds on the
model of dynamic control where a blackboard system has a repertoire of independent domain and control
knowledge sources, a control plan expressing the system's desirable behavior, and a meta-controller that
chooses at each point in time the currently enabled knowledge source that best matches the control plan.
A system implementing this architectural pattern is able to dynamically change its control strategies as a
response to unpredictable events.

Area: Control in complex, dynamic systems
Keywords: Architectural pattern, blackboard systems, dynamic control
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Introduction

The blackboard architectural pattern provides a computational framework for the design and implementation of
systems that need to integrate large and diverse specialized modules, and implement complex, non deterministic
control strategies. This pattern, described in [1], de nes several components, of which the control component is
the most important. Several models have been proposed to support the de nition of this component that is key
for the system's global properties.
The purpose of this paper is to present two complementary patterns. The rst pattern summarizes the blackboard
pattern presented in [1]. The second pattern is concerned with the blackboard pattern's control component.
It presents an approach building on a model of dynamic control that allows control strategies to be changed
dynamically in response to unpredictable internal and external events.
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Blackboard architectural pattern

Name
Blackboard

Example
Consider an autonomous robot running in an oce environment. It performs tasks like fetching objects, sending
messages, guiding visitors, and night-time surveillance. In so doing, it interacts with human beings and other
dynamic entities and acquires potentially useful knowledge of its environment.
The robot has to continuously perform three distinct functions:
 It perceives its dynamic environment in order to move and to get orders from human beings,
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It reasons in order to interpret the perceived data, solve problems and determine actions to be triggered,
 It acts on the environment.
Di erent functions to be performed require various expertise. Modules specialized in various domains such as
data interpretation or route planning have to be dynamically combined so that the robot can achieve its task.


Context
Software systems that need to integrate large and diverse specialized modules, and implement complex, non
deterministic control strategies.

Problem
Classical knowledge-based systems like expert systems tackle problems that do not have a feasible, deterministic
solution. However, these systems are not able to deal with complex applications such as signal interpretation,
process control, or autonomous mobile robots control. The main reason is that such applications have very
stringent requirements including:




The problem under consideration spans several elds of expertise
Intermediate solutions require di erent representations and paradigms
The control strategy is complex and cannot be determined statically.

Solution
The blackboard paradigm de nes heterogeneous problem solving representations as independent modules called
knowledge sources. Knowledge sources can be seen as specialists in sub- elds of the global application and are
only able to solve sub-problems. They read and write relevant data in a blackboard which is a structured global
memory where a solution to the problem under consideration is incrementally constructed. When a knowledge
source produces a signi cant change in the blackboard, it generates an event.
Control
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....

KS-2

KS-n

Blackboard

Figure 1: The blackboard model
Each knowledge source has a set of triggering conditions that can be satis ed by particular kinds of events, that is
global changes in the blackboard resulting from external inputs or previously executed knowledge sources. When
an event satis es a knowledge source's triggering conditions, the knowledge source is enabled and its parameters
bound to variable values from the triggering situation. A given knowledge source will be enabled, and therefore
executable, whenever events satisfying its triggering conditions occur, regardless of its relative utility in achieving
the current goals.
At each point in time, many competing knowledge sources may be enabled. It is the purpose of the control
component to select the best one for immediate execution. The problem solving process is opportunistic in that
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sense that the activations of knowledge sources are not scheduled in advance, but determined at every control
cycle depending on the current situation. In the basic blackboard model, control strategies are xed.
The general organization of a blackboard system is illustrated by gure 1. Dash lines represent control ux
whereas solid lines stand for read/write accesses.

Robot example: Software systems controling an autonomous robot have to perform cognitive and physical
tasks, including:







Navigation
Environment learning
Reasoning (about the goals that have to be achieved)
Destination planning
Route planning
Execution monitoring

These various tasks can be achieved by one or several specialized knowledge sources. For example, a system
usually includes di erent navigation routines making use of various combinations of sensors, various strategies
(wall following is an example of strategy), and various properties such as safety or speed.
The blackboard contains global information such as the current goals, destination, route and constraints. It also
includes a map which stores static information about the environment and dynamic information related to the
robot knowledge and previous activities (level of knowledge of a given zone, routes already taken, etc...).
In the basic approach, the control component is a complex scheduler implementing a xed strategy. At each
control cycle, that is after each knowledge source execution, it computes a priority (a rating) for every enabled
knowledge source. The rating is computed using a set of heuristics. Examples of heuristics are a navigation
routine always gets a better rating than a learning routine, or when a \wall following" navigation routine is
executable, it reveives the highest rating among navigation routines.

Structure
The blackboard model de nes three main components:






The blackboard is a structured global memory containing objects from the solution space. These objects,
also called blackboard nodes (or hypotheses), are hierarchically organized into levels of analysis and can be
linked with each other.
Knowledge sources can be seen as highly specialized modules with their own representation. They are characterized by a set of triggering conditions and an executable code that retrieves data from the blackboard
and adds its contribution to the problem solving process.
The control component selects, con gures and executes knowledge sources. Determination of executable
knowledge sources is based on the state of the problem solving process as expressed in the blackboard.

Structural relationships between these components are summarized in Figure 2.

Implementation
The rst step when designing a blackboard-based system is to de ne the solution space, that is the various
intermediate solutions and their representation. This activity leads to the de nition of the blackboard structure.
It is then necessary to identify the knowledge sources that can provide these solutions. Obviously, these two
activities are very related and in uence each other.
Knowledge sources may correspond to existing modules. In that case, modules have to be put in the form of
knowledge sources. That means that triggering conditions have to be added, input variables have to be linked
to blackboard data so that they can be bound at run time, and results have to put in the blackboard. This last
adaptation is generally made by simple code wrapping.
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Figure 2: System's structure (adapted from [1])
The next step is to specify the control component. It generally takes the form of a complex scheduler that makes
use of a set of domain-speci c heuristics to rate the relevance of executable knowledge sources. Tuning heuristics
is a very time-consuming activity. It is however a crucial setting that determines the system's suitability.

Known Uses
Blackboard-based systems have been used in numerous domains, including:





Speech recognition [2]
Vehicle identi cation and tracking [3]
Identi cation of the structure of protein molecules [4]
Sonar signals interpretation [5]

Consequences
The blackboard model provides e ective solution to the design and implementation of complex systems where
heterogeneous modules have to be dynamically combined to solve a problem. It also ensures very important non
functional properties such as:
 Reusability. Knowledge sources are independent specialists that can be reused in di erent projects. Reuse
is made easier by the fact that there is no direct communication between knowledge sources.
 Changeability and maintainability. High level of modularization and clear separation between control and
domain (i.e. the knowledge sources) makes the maintenance phase easier.
 Robustness. The model naturally leads to the de nition of alternative knowledge sources to solve a given
sub-problem.
The blackboard architectural pattern has also some weaknesses. The main one is certainly the diculty of de ning
a good control strategy. Control is based on heuristics tuning that can only be obtained through experiments.

Credits
The blackboard model has been de ned by the members of the HEARSAY-II project [2], and rst applied on
speech recognition. Comprehensive presentation of the blackboard paradigm and existing systems can be found
in [5] [6].
The rst pattern description of the blackboard model has been presented in [1].
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Blackboard based control pattern

Name
Blackboard-based control

Example
Consider the autonomous robot running in an oce environment introduced in the example section of the
blackboard pattern.
Some autonomous robots need to interleave activities depending on the external situation and their current state
in terms of goals, resources, information available. For example, suppose a robot is on its way to fetch a book
with no hard deadline. The robot may decide to follow a route it has not taken for a while in order to update
its knowledge about it. Suppose now that it receives a request to go to a given room as soon as possible. It will
then drop its information collecting task and take the quicker and safer route to reach the room. This has an
e ect on the navigation routines it selects to move, the data it perceives, and the reasoning tasks it performs.
More generally, it in uences its whole control strategy.
The oce robot illustrates a class of systems that have to ensure the cooperation of a set of components in order
to solve various problems and that must adapt dynamically their control strategies.

Context
A system that integrates heterogeneous specialized modules and that needs to dynamically change its control
strategies as a response to unpredictable events (internal or external).

Problem
The blackboard model is a problem solving model that separates domain knowledge into heterogeneous modules
called knowledge sources. A control component provides mechanisms to activate knowledge sources at the right
time in order to ensure e ective cooperation between them. Selection of the best enabled knowledge source is
based on speci c criteria and generally demands very precise tuning. In most blackboard systems, these criteria
cannot be changed dynamically.
Changing these criteria at run-time is however necessary in many applications like robot motion in uncertain
environment, aircraft pilot advising, process control, or intensive care monitoring. These applications require
highly adaptive systems that are able to adapt their meta-control strategies to dynamic con guration of demands,
opportunities, and resources for behavior.

Solution
The proposed solution builds on the model of dynamic control where a blackboard system has (a) a repertoire of
independent domain and control knowledge sources that are described in term of their resource requirements and
result properties; (b) a control plan expressing its desirable behavior; (c) a meta-controller that chooses at each
point in time the currently enabled knowledge source, domain or control, that best matches the current control
plan.
In this approach, criteria guiding the selection of executable knowledge sources are encapsulated in a control
plan. A control plan describes the system's intended behavior as a temporal graph of plan steps, each of which
comprises a start condition, a stop condition, and an intended activity in the form of a tuple (task, parameters,
constraints). Control plans do not refer explicitly to any particular knowledge source in the system's repertoire.
They only describe intended behaviors in terms of the desired task, parameter values, and constraints. Thus,
at each point in time, the system has a plan of intended action, which intentionally describes an equivalence
class of desirable behaviors and in which currently enabled speci c knowledge sources may have graded degrees
of memberships.
Control knowledge sources are described and managed in the same way as domain knowledge sources. Each
knowledge source has an interface that describes the kinds of events that enable it, but also the variables to be
5

Goal: plan-destination-sequence
Variables: (place-set, place-sequence)
Constraints: (fast)

Goal: plan-routes
Variables: (place-sequence, path)
Constraints: (fast)

Goal: navigate
Variables: (path)
Constraints: (fast)

Figure 3: Example of control plan
bound in its enabling context, the task it performs, the type of method it applies, its required resources (e.g,
computation, perceptual data), its execution properties (e.g, speed, complexity, completeness), and its results
properties.
Domain and control knowledge sources do not access and update the same knowledge base. Domain knowledge sources are concerned with the solving of a particular problem. Control knowledge sources deal with the
management of the system control plan. They can replace the current plan, postpone it, re ne it, etc...
The meta-controller attempts to follow the current control plan by executing the most appropriate enabled
knowledge sources. Speci cally, at each point in time, the meta-controller con gures and executes the enabled
knowledge source that: (a) is capable of performing the currently planned task with the speci ed parameterization; and (b) has a description that matches the speci ed constraints better than any other enabled knowledge
source that also satisfy (a). If the selected enabled knowledge source is a control knowledge source, the control
strategy is updated. Otherwise, a domain knowledge source is executed in order to contribute to the problem
solving process.

Robot example: Figure 3 provides a simple example of control plan. This plan corresponds to a situation

where the robot's high level goal is to visit a set of places as soon as possible. The successive sub-goals that govern
the robot's actions are to decide on a sequence of places to visit, to compute the best route, and to navigate with
a constraint of rapidity. Note that, for the sake of clarity, we did not include the actions to be undertaken by the
robot at the visited places in the control plan (this requires to add a loop navigate / check in the control plan).
Such plan allows the meta-controller to select the best enabled knowledge source at each point in time. It is
set by a control knowledge source that made it up or instanciated it from a library of skeletal plans. When the
current goal is achieved (here, all the scheduled places have been visited) or new conditions appear (new goal,
important change in the environment, etc...), another control knowledge source can be enabled in order to post
a more appropriate control plan.
For example, in a less stressed situation, a new plan could insist on the importance of learning the environment
while moving. This would result in the selection of di erent paths, and di erent navigation routines.

Structure
The system is divided into ve major components:
 The blackboard is the shared data structure where solutions are built
 The control plan encapsulates meta-control information necessary to run the system under the form of a
temporal graph of plan steps. It is accessed and updated by control knowledge sources.
 Domain knowledge sources are concerned with the solving of domain-speci c problems.
 Control knowledge sources adapt the current control plan to the current situation. Modi cations expressing
new system's needs range from minor changes to complete replacement of the control plan.
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Figure 4: System's structure
The control component selects, con gures and executes knowledge sources. Selection of the most appropriate knowledge sources for execution is based on meta-control criteria contained in the control plan.
Structural relationships between these components are summarized in Figure 4.


Implementation
The blackboard-based control model brings new components that are not considered in the general approach. In
particular, developers have to deal with the implementation of control plans.
Control plans can be implemented in many ways. The most general approach is to implement a control plan as a
graph. A node represents a step in the problem solving process and consists of an intended activity in the form
of a tuple (task, parameters, constraints). Steps are linked to each other through arcs labeled with conditions
about the problem solving state. The solving path is determined dynamically, considering the conditions labeling
the arcs of the graph.
Control knowledge sources are implemented as domain knowledge sources in terms of interfaces. Interfaces
comprise:
 A condition of activation describing, among other possible things, the events that enable the knowledge
source,
 Variables to be bound in the enabling context,
 Required resources,
 Non functional properties like safety or eciency characterizing the execution,
 Results properties.
The action part of a control knowledge source contains either a new plan that has to replace or precede the
current one when the knowledge source is executed, or a set of modi cations to be brought to the current control
plan.

Known Uses
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Figure 5: Control plan
This pattern for control has been used for ten years in numerous domains, including autonomous robots [7],
systems for monitoring medical patients [8], and pilot's associate systems.

Consequences
This pattern presents the usual properties of blackboard systems as given in [1]. In particular, it provides a
framework in which appropriate sets of knowledge sources can be selected and con gured at both design time
and run time. The integration of knowledge sources is actually very simple since knowledge sources are considered
independently and are only characterized by their own properties.
At run-time, if useful new application-relevant knowledge sources should become available, the new knowledge
sources can be substituted for old ones or added to the knowledge base alongside the old ones, without interrupting
system operations. The architecture's event-based enabling of knowledge sources, its plan-based meta-control
choices among competing knowledge sources, and its e ort to retrieve necessary knowledge from the shared
blackboard are not preprogrammed to require any particular knowledge sources. They operate on whatever
knowledge sources are available in the knowledge source library at run-time. In the other hand, the approach
does not guarantee the delivering of a solution to a given problem, since appropriate knowledge sources might
be missing.
Encapsulating meta-control elements in a single changeable object (i.e. the control plan) brings considerable
exibility in the system. Control strategies can be adapted at run time to dynamic conditions. Thus, not only
domain components can be plugged in the system both at run time and design time, but control strategies as
well.
Finally, this pattern is a valuable basis for the design and development of application frameworks. Application
frameworks are semi-complete applications providing architectural foundations to solve a range of domain-speci c
problems and that need to be specialized to meet particular applications' requirements. Such specializations can
be done by plugging the adequate domain knowledge sources and control strategies in control knowledge sources.

See Also
The PRS system (Procedural Reasoning System) [9] implements a view of dynamic control very close to the one
presented in this paper. PRS is a generic architecture that can both react rapidly to unanticipated changes in the
environment and perform goal-directed reasoning. To that end, PRS uses special plans, called Knowledge Areas
(KA), that include an invocation condition which speci es whether the KA is useful and a body which describes
the sequence of subgoals which constitutes the procedure. A subgoal can result in a primitive directly executable
or in another KA invocation. A KA expresses several ways to solve a problem, depending on environmental
conditions and on the exact problem's nature. At each execution cycle, PRS checks all the KAs for applicability
and selects one for execution.
The meta-control approach of PRS is similar to the blackboard-based control and provides exibility and reactivity. Formalism for knowledge sources is restricted to the graph-based KA. Control plan corresponds to the
goal under consideration at each control cycle of PRS.
PRS has been applied in many elds, including telecommunication applications.

Credits
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The blackboard-based control model has been designed and developed at Stanford University by Barbara HayesRoth [10]. Over the years, several experiments on real-world applications have been conducted in order to validate
the model and to show the wide variety of domains that can be tackled with this approach.
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Conclusion

This paper presents a very rst step towards a pattern language to de ne multi-expert systems. Additional
patterns would be needed to describe other existing implementations of the control component in a blackboardbased system like the hierarchical control. Patterns guiding the design of knowledge sources and the selection of
appropriate techniques in a given situation would be very useful as well.
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